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GROUPE ELIANE

ennoïa – the natural harmony of body,
mind, and spirit. ennoïa products contain
a wide variety of natural floral and plant
extracts, botanical and essential oils, with
unique properties. A range of high-quality
products made in the south of France. 20
years of experience and research into
skincare and natural cosmetics.

www.ennoia.eu

LABORATOIRES BIOPHA

BioSecure安悦® brand of finished products
for skincare and hygiene: a brand which
makes a commitment via its charter:
 100% of the products of the range are

organic
 All the products are certified by ecocert

and have received the cosmébio label
respecting the requirements of
ecological and organic cosmetics

 The dermo-cosmetics guarantee of
biopha laboratories with more than 30
years of experience in baby care
cosmetics

 The pleasure of products that are both
effective and safe for the whole family

www.biosecure.cn

HUGEGEMS TRADING Co,. Ltd

In 2015 ELLE created fragrances

collection. Discover a present

which will delight the collectors,

the fans of the brand and the

globe-trotters of the whole

world...ELLE offers, through three

fragrances , a colored collection

with its Eau de Senteur So Cute!

Eau de Toilette So Pretty! and So

Swetty!
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ZELIN INTERNATIONAL 

COSMETICS

Aura Chaké is a French dermo-
cosmetic beauty and well-being
innovative and upscale brand,
offering highly specialized products
with visionaries formulas and proven
effectiveness.
It combines technology and creativity
to fight the ravages of time and return
to the original brightness.

www.aurachake.com

GROUPE PANTHER FRANCE

COTTAGE: Offering the pleasures of
nature in taking care of the body, this is
Cottage’s engagement through its
large range of hygienic and body care
products.
Institut Arnaud has been founded 65
years ago. Its heritage is still carried on
according to his values: the active
agents are selected depending on their
clinical proved efficiency and thus
insuring the very best result.

arnaud-institut.com
arnaud-institut.com/cn
cottage.tm.fr

IXXI

IXXI brings the scientific promise that
takes beauty to new levels though
scientific backing founded on respect
for nature, which represents the very
essence of the brand and its
products.

www.ixxi-cosmetics.com 

HUGEGEMS TRADING Co,. Ltd

EffiDERM is an Innovative natural skin
care products in nutrition and anti-
aging solutions. Our products are
manufactured in France under quality
assurance and Dermatologist tested.
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HUGEGEMS TRADING Co,. Ltd

Born in 1895 in the Place Vendôme in

Paris, KLYTIA offers women the
opportunity to reclaim their personal
charm.
A revolutionary concept at the time,
focused on optimization of the
«moment of feminine care», on the
development of completely natural
products and the creation of a place
dedicated to beauty, that, for the first
time in the history of cosmetics take
the name of «Beauty Institute».

CHAMYLINEX

We are a wholesaler in France and
that we sell in very great quantities
brand mark, toiletries, detergent, ....
The required marks are for example:
Palmolive, Pampers, Dove, Ariel, Cif,
Skip, Elseve, Pantene, Fa, Nivea,
Head & Shoulders, schwarzkopf,
Colgate, Aquafresh, Signal, Gillette,
Bic, Axe, Brut, Ushuaia, Timotei and

etc…

www. chamylinex.com

COSMETIC VALLEY

Cosmetic Valley is the leading worldwide
resources centre in perfumes and cosmetics,
from raw materials to testing through to the
finished products and packaging. This cluster joins
together 800 companies including Dior, L’Oréal,
Guerlain, Hermès, Coty, Paco Rabanne, Shiseido,
Yves Saint Laurent, Chanel…& 80% SMEs , 8
universities, CNRS, INRA, 136 training institutes, 226
research laboratories which are working in
partnership with firms to develop innovative,
competitive and sustainable projects for the
beauty of tomorrow.

www.cosmetic-valley.com



Gellé Frères France

Gellé Frères has always kept in the front of
the time for the 200 years. Keeping the
brand conception “Live Elusive”, and
inheriting originality handed down by
generations of perfuming masters and
superb perfuming skills, GF is contributing to
reveal the secret of beauty behind flora
essence, and apply it to skin care. What GF
advocating confidence，leisureliness and

courage should become a life attitude of
female in different era.

www.gellefreres.com
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LESSONIA

The cosmetic manufacturers can
source at Lessonia a unique range of
natural ingredients. This expertise is also
the key to create and to manufacture
exclusive retail and SPA products. In this
field Lessonia is working as a private
label manufacturer (OEM) and is thus a
privileged partner for prestigious beauty
brands.
Our products range from basic facial
skincare (cleansers, toners, serums,
creams, scrubs, face masks) to body
care (body scrubs, body massage
honeys, body wraps, slimming/firming
products, shower gels, bath crystals,
etc).

http://www.lessonia.com/ 

PAYAN BERTRAND

Payan Bertrand is specialized in the
production of natural aromatic
ingredients (essential oils, absolutes and
natural molecules) for the fragrance and
flavor industry.
Payan Bertrand also produces fragrance
compounds for all types of final
applications ( Hair care, skin care,
alcoholic, etc…)

www.payanbertrand.com

http://m.gellefreres.com/wap_shop/index.php?act=goods&op=index&goods_id=104522
http://m.gellefreres.com/wap_shop/index.php?act=goods&op=index&goods_id=104522


SGS

SGS is the world’s leading inspection,
verification, testing and certification
company. SGS helps manufacturers,
distributors and importers in the
cosmetics industry to comply with

existing and forthcoming legislation.
We offer a wide range of services
throughout the supply chain: physical,
chemical, microbiological and in-vitro
toxicological testing, safety
assessments, performance
testing/consumer panels to support
claims, labeling reviews, inspections
and audits. Armed with a strong
network of laboratories in Europe, Asia
and Americas.

www.sgs.com/cosmetics
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TECHNATURE

TECHNATURE is a cosmetic private label
company (O.E.M) delivering full customized
manufacturing services MADE IN FRANCE to
great beauty & spa brands: formulation, R&D,
manufacturing & filling.
Specialized in the PEEL-OFF alginate masks
and thanks to its know-how in the powders
mixing process, the company can provide full
service industrialization for cosmetic powder
forms including all the powders which require
any blending (essential oil, water, lotion…) to
create a new galenic form. The company
develops also skincare, bath & spa products.
Technature is certified Ecocert (can supply
organic products) and ISO 22716 (Good
Manufacturing Practices).

www.tech-nature.com

VMI

VMI mixing technology covers the
most diverse cosmetic and
pharmaceutical applications. Our
solutions are applicable to basic
processes often only requiring simple
agitation as well as to those more
complex which require much

specific and elaborate
implementation combining several
mechanical and physical operations.

www.vmi-mixer.com



INABATA

INABATA is a creative company with
a strong expertise in chemistry.
The French R&D and Innovation
center offers a new vision of cosmetic
field ‘s research.
Boasting more than twenty years of
experience producing actives
ingredients for pharmaceutical and
cosmetic industries; researchers
explore nature to innovate and
chemistry to create pure and efficient
active ingredients
INABATA will introduce INACLEAR®,
INACALM® and ETIOLIFTINE®, pure
biomimetic active ingredients

www.inabata.fr
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FRANCE LAB

Real architects of beauty, FRANCE
LAB is an agency that creates and
builds up 100% tailored beauty brands
and products in full-service (skincare,
make up, fragrance, haircare, home
fragrance, food supplements).
Our originality is based on the fact
that we gather both creative
(marketing/design) and technical
(R&D/packaging
engineering/purchase-
development/regulations/manufactur
ing) teams and skills under the same
roof, which makes it possible to offer
our customers innovative services
(product concepts and ideas from
the marketing, technology, or

packaging perspectives).
FRANCE LAB supports its customers
from the strategy and concept to the
end product and distribution.

www.france-lab.com


